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I. M. Wright's "Hard Code": A Decade of Hard-Won Lessons from Microsoft (Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2011

	
		Get the brutal truth about coding, testing, and project management—from a Microsoft insider who tells it like it is. I. M. Wright's deliberately provocative column "Hard Code" has been sparking debate amongst thousands of engineers at Microsoft for years. And now (despite our better instincts), we're making...
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Skype Hacks: Tips & Tools for Cheap, Fun, Innovative Phone ServiceO'Reilly, 2005
If you've heard about Skype--and who hasn't with all the recent media attention devoted to internet telephone services--chances are you've been mighty tempted to try it out. Skype Hacks tells you what all the Skype hype is about, explains the basics, and shows you more than 100 clever tips and...
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Designing for Interaction: Creating Smart Applications and Clever Devices (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2006
Explore the new design discipline that is behind such products as the iPod and innovative Web sites like Flicer. While other books on this subject are either aimed at more seasoned practitioners or else are too focused on a particular medium like software, this guide will take a more holistic approach to the discipline, looking at interaction...
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Classification and Data Mining (Studies in Classification, Data Analysis, and Knowledge Organization)Springer, 2012

	This volume contains both methodological papers showing new original methods, and papers on applications illustrating how new domain-specific knowledge can be made available from data by clever use of data analysis methods. The volume is subdivided in three parts: Classification and Data Analysis; Data Mining; and Applications. The selection...
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The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Idea Book: 181 Simple Machines and Clever ContraptionsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3 Idea Book explores dozens of creative ways to build amazing mechanisms with the LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 set. Each model includes a list of the required parts, minimal text, and colorful photographs from multiple angles so you can re-create it without the need for step-by-step instructions.
...
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Practical C++ Programming, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
This book is devoted to practical C++ programming. It teaches you not only the mechanics of the language, but also style and debugging. The entire life cycle of a program is discussed, including conception, design, writing, debugging, release, documentation, maintenance, and revision. 

Style is emphasized....
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How to Cheat in Photoshop Elements 6: Create stunning photomontages on a budgetFocal Press, 2007
Full of quirky tips and tricks for fun and creative image manipulation in Elements!     

       How to Cheat in Elements 6 is an invaluable resource for all users of Photoshop Elements and shows you how to 'cheat' by sharing insider secrets from clever and cunning Elements gurus, David Asch and series forerunner, Steve...
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Mobile Security: How to Secure, Privatize, and Recover Your DevicesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mobile phones and tablets enhance our lives, but they also make you and your family vulnerable to cyber-attacks or theft. This clever guide will help you secure your devices and know what to do if the worst happens.


	Overview

	
		Learn how mobile devices are monitored and the impact of cloud computing

...
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The Last Days of Las VegasSolothurnli, 2009
"The Last Days of Las Vegas" has been provided by its author, Roy Hayes, especially for PDFCHM.

“Cryptic as they come, with layers of mystery unfolding gradually, this new spy thriller is really something different: a chess puzzle that teases and  entices you on, with loads of action and appropriate amounts of sex....
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Biology Demystified (TAB Demystified)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Guide to understanding basic and applied scientific information, for those who've had not formal training in biology. Includes more than 150 illustrations, a pronunciation guide, self-tests, and reviews. Softcover. DLC: Biology.    

       UNDERSTAND BIOLOGY -- WITHOUT DISSECTING ANYTHING!
  If you're years removed...
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The Character of Physical Law (Messenger Lectures, 1964)MIT Press, 2001

	In these Messenger Lectures, originally delivered at Cornell University and recorded for television by the BBC, Richard Feynman offers an overview of selected physical laws and gathers their common features into one broad principle of invariance. He maintains at the outset that the importance of a physical law is not "how clever...
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Windows 95 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1998

	
		Windows 95 in a Nutshell is a comprehensive, compact reference that systematically unveils what serious users of Windows 95 will find interesting and useful. Little known details of the operating system, utility programs, and configuration settings are all captured in a consistent reference format.This is the first book in...
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